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ABSTRACT

Growing cells on 3D scaffolds is far superior to the conventional 2D monolayer culture
method. In this study, a novel 3D thermoresponsive poly(propylene-g-N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PP-g-PNIPAAm) non-woven fabric (gNWF) was developed for cell
culture using oxyfluorination-assisted graft polymerisation (OAGP). New polar functional
groups were detected on the oNWF, and PNIPAAm was confirmed in the gNWF by
Attentuated Total-Reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) and scanning x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (S-XPS). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed a rough
surface morphology and confinement of the PNIPAAm graft layer to the surface of the fibres
in the gNWF. The OAGP method did not affect the crystalline phase of bulk PP, however,
twin-melting thermal peaks were detected for the oNWF and gNWF indicating crystal defects.
Contact angle studies showed that the surface of the gNWF exhibited a thermoresponsive
behaviour. Hepatocyte cells attached onto gNWF disks in a bioreactor at 37ºC and remained
viable for 10 days in culture. Upon cooling the cell culture media to 20ºC, cells were
spontaneously released as 3D multi-cellular constructs without requiring destructive enzymes.
The development of 3D thermoresponsive scaffolds capable of non-invasive 3D cell culture
could provide a more reliable in vitro model for cells.
Keywords: Oxyfluorination; graft polymerisation; surface functionalisation; poly(propylene)

(PP); Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

1. Introduction

It  is  well-known  that  cells  grown  onto  3D  surfaces  show  closer  similarities  to  their in vivo

counterparts in terms of cell morphologies, behaviour, and function than 2D surfaces[1,2]. A
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major  limitation  of  existing  3D scaffolds  however  is  that  they  rely  on  destructive  means  to

release the proliferated cells. These include enzymatic digestion of the extracellular matrix

(ECM), mechanical scraping of the cells, or chemical degradation of the matrix. Such release

mechanisms cause irreversible damage to cells leading to disruptions in essential receptor-

ligand interactions on the cell surface [3]. Damage to the ECM is known to adversely

influence cell signalling pathways which affect important cell processes such as adhesion,

proliferation, differentiation, migration, structure, and gene expression [4]. Furthermore,

concerns  exist  with  regards  to  the  animal  origin  of  some of  the  3D ECM scaffolds  and  the

associated production variability [1]. This, combined with the additional wash steps and extra

handling requirements, results in high costs, well-to-well variations, and culture

inconsistencies.

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), a temperature responsive polymer, has

revolutionised the cell culture fraternity by providing a non-invasive means of harvesting

adherent cells, whereby confluent cells can be spontaneously released by simply cooling the

cell culture medium and without requiring enzymes. The pioneering work by Okano et al [5]

showed that cells could be released as intact monolayer cell sheets from the surface of

PNIPAAm coated tissue culture polystyrene trays with their deposited ECM and preserved

cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. PNIPAAm switches its properties reversibly between

hydrophobic (cell adhesive) and hydrophilic (non-cell adhesive) states at temperatures higher

and lower than its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) (~32°C) respectively [5].

Advances were recently made in the area of regenerative medicine where stacking of

homotypic or heterotypic cell sheets onto patterned surfaces has shown the formation of

functional 3D tissues and organ-like constructs [6].

PNIPAAm monolayer cell culturing is a promising tool for engineering tissue but the current

technology is essentially based on the use of flat 2D substrates. The latter lacks structural and
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organisational cues for cells since the 2D environment does not replicate the complexity of

physiological tissue [7]. Where layered or patterned co-culture cell sheets are used, the

process requires multiple steps and does not address the need for a structural matrix to enable

cell growth in three dimensions. In recent years, some 3D PNIPAAm scaffolds have been

developed based on hydrogels, grafted porous 3D membranes and micro-textured PNIPAAm

surfaces [7,8]. Additionally a PP-g-PNIPAAm non-woven membrane with adsorbed

antibodies has recently been reported in the literature for selective cell separation and

enrichment of target cells [9]. However, to date little work has been done regarding applying

the PNIPAAm technology to highly porous 3D scaffolds for the purpose of 3D cell

propagation and non-invasive recovery of 3D cell constructs. Additionally many of these

studies still focus on the formation of 2D cell monolayers for the purpose of tissue

engineering and regenerative medicine. Recently, we have published the first report on non-

invasive release of hepatocytes in 3D clusters using highly porous PNIPAAm grafted NWF

[10].

Techniques reported in literature to graft PNIPAAm onto polymer surfaces include electron-

beam radiation, gamma radiation, plasma radiation; UV-irradiation; ozonation; corona-

discharge; chemical treatment, and controlled radical polymerisation techniques [11-13].  A

key aspect for polymer graft polymerisation is surface functionalisation. Direct fluorination,

i.e. treatment of a polymer with an elemental fluorine containing gas mixture, is an attractive

alternative functionalisation method which can be used to modify polymer surfaces without

changing the bulk properties [14]. When carried out in the presence of oxygen in the reaction

vessel the process is referred to as “oxyfluorination”.

Oxyfluorination is known to form reactive polar groups on polymer surfaces, which can serve

as active centres for grafting [15-16]. Oxyfluorination is less invasive compared to radiation,

it is a dry technology, it can be used to modify substrates of any shape, it displays relatively
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large surface penetration depths (~ 10 μm) and the treatment can be conducted at room

temperature [14]. The formation of reactive peroxide groups (ROOH; ROOR) and long-lived

trapped peroxy radicals (ROO•) on oxyfluorinated polymer surfaces is well-known [14, 17-

18]. Direct fluorination and oxyfluorination treatments have been widely studied and applied

commercially for barrier, adhesion,  and printability properties of polymer substrates [14].

However, to our knowledge the use of oxyfluorination as a pre-treatment for graft

polymerisation is not widely practised. Jeong et al [17] recently introduced the term

“oxyfluorination-assisted graft polymerisation” (OAGP) technique to describe this facile two

step process.

In  this  paper,  we  report  on  the  synthesis  of  a  novel  PP-g-PNIPAAm NWF which was

prepared using the OAGP method for use in 3D non-invasive cell culture. PP was chosen for

the scaffold backbone material since it is relatively inexpensive; it can be easily converted

into fibers using an extrusion process, and it displays chemical resistance and good

mechanical properties. A NWF was chosen for the 3D matrix due to its highly permeable

open 3D structure, large surface area; and high porosity whereby the pores would allow for

sufficient cell-cell interactions while enabling diffusion of nutrients and oxygen to the cells.

The OAGP method involved :1) functionalisation of the virgin PP NWF(pNWF) with polar

groups using oxyfluorination to produce oxyfluorinated NWF (oNWF) with improved wetting

in an aqueous medium; and 2) graft polymerisation of the oNWF in an aqueous NIPAAm

solution using ammonium persulphate (APS) as the initiator to produce the grafted NWF

(gNWF).  The  chemical  and  physical  properties  of  pNWF,  oNWF,  and  gNWF  were

characterised  using  ATR-FTIR,  SXPS,  static  water  contact  angle,  X-ray  diffraction  (XRD),

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and SEM. Finally, we demonstrate 3D cell culture

using the gNWF in a bioreactor and show non-destructive temperature-induced release of

hepatocyte cells.
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2. Experimental Section

2.1. Preparation of pNWF

PP fibres of 6.7 dtex/60 mm were purchased from FiberVision (Denmark) and were processed

into the NWF by a needle-punching technology as described previously [19]. The PP fibres

were opened and needling was conducted from 2 sides using a needling depth of 6 mm. A

capillary flow porometer was employed to determine the pore size distribution and the mean

flow pores according to the 6212005-134 test of the ASTM E 1294 method. The total surface

area of the pNWF (ANWF) was calculated using the following equation:  ,

Where dfibre refers to the average diameter of the fibre’s used; and VNWF is the volume of the

pNWF which was calculated using the mean area weight of the NWF (g/m2) and the density

of PP which was taken as 0.903 g/cm3.

2.2. Oxyfluorination of pNWF

Washed pNWF was oxyfluorinated at Pelchem (Pty) Ltd (SA) by a proprietary method [20].

The NWF was loaded into a Reaction Vessel (RV). The RV was purged with air and partially

evacuated, and then a 20:80 F2:N2 gas mixture was introduced to allow the oxyfluorination

reaction to proceed. The gas mixture was then cycle purged from the RV with air at 25 kPa to

complete the oxyfluorination process. Hydrolysis post-treatment of the oNWF was

investigated by incubating the oNWF in water at 23°C for 3 h, and at 70°C for 10 min. The

hydrolysed oNWF samples were then dried and evaluated by ATR-FTIR.

2.3. Polymerisation of NIPAAm onto oNWF

Aqueous solutions of 10 wt% N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm - Sigma Aldrich, 97%) and

10 wt% APS (Sigma Aldrich, >98%, ACS reagent) were prepared in deionised water. The

oNWF was cut into disks (1.5 cm x 0.7 mm) and immersed in the APS solution and left to
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swell to saturation for 16 h. Prior to grafting, the solutions were degassed for 30 minutes by

continuously flowing high purity argon gas into the reaction vessels. The initiator solution

was then immediately decanted, and a degassed solution of NIPAAm was added into each

reaction vessel. Radical graft polymerisation was conducted in sealed vessels in an oil bath at

70oC for 7 h. The gNWF was washed in copious amounts of cold deionised water for 72 h

with regular water changes to remove PNIPAAm homopolymer or residual monomer and

thereafter the gNWF was dried in an oven under vacuum at 50°C.

2.4. Chemical and physical composition analysis

To investigate the physiochemical changes occurring on the NWF, we conducted ATR-FTIR,

SXPS,  SEM,  and  XRD.  For  ATR-FTIR  analysis,  a  Spectrum  100  FTIR  spectrometer  was

used, with a diamond crystal and an average of 8 spots were taken per sample to get

representative data. SXPS data were obtained using a Quantum2000 (Physical Electronic)

SXPS equipped with an Al Ka(1486 eV) X-ray source (20 W), and a beam diameter of 100

μm.  For  SEM  analysis,  a  LEO  1525  field  emission  SEM  with  Oxford's  INCA  system  was

used and samples were carbon sputtered. An X’PertPro wide angle XRD system was used to

determine the crystal structure of the NWF’s. A Ni filtered CuKα source was used with

radiation of l= 0.154 nm, with operating conditions of 40 mA, 45 kV, and exposure time of

12 minutes. Graft yield (in µg/cm2) was determined using peak intensities of I1644 cm-1
: I1455 cm-1

from the ATR-FTIR spectra. The graft thickness was estimated assuming a PNIPAAm density

of 1.1 g/cm3.

2.5. Contact angle

The static contact angles of pNWF, oNWF and gNWF were determined with a Kruss DSA

100. 4 µl of pure deionised water was dispensed onto the surface of the NWF using a dosing

needle. The static contact angle was measured using image software based on the Young

Laplace model. The contact angle was measured every second with a total drop age of 10
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seconds using either circle or sessile-drop fitting, at 20°C and 40°C. For the latter, the NWF

was equilibrated at 40°C in an oven for 1 h prior to analysis.

2.6. Thermal transitions of the NWF by DSC

To  measure  thermal  transitions  in  the  NWF,  a  DSC-Q2000  instrument  and  a  MicroDSCIII

apparatus (SETARAM) were used. For determining the melting and crystallisation peaks, dry

samples were prepared and heated from -60°C to 250°C at a cycle of 20°C/min under N2 gas

using the DSC-Q2000. The degree of crystallisation was estimated from the heat of fusion

measurements  according  to:  %  Crystallisation  =  (∆Hf*/∆Hf) * 100, where ∆Hf* is the

measured heat of fusion of the sample; and ∆Hf is the heat of fusion of 100% PP, which was

taken as 146.5 J/g [21]. For determining the LCST on the gNWF, 20 mg of dry grafted sample

was placed in contact with 500 mL  of  deionised  water  and  kept  at  10°C  for  2  h  to  obtain

equilibrium [22]. Samples were heated from 0°C to 80°C at a heating rate of 0.5°C / min.

2.7. Temperature-induced cell release from the gNWF

The gNWF was cut into disks (15mm in diameter) which were ethanol sterilised. Three disks

were stacked horizontally in an axial flow bioreactor and 4.5 x 106 HepG2 (ATCC HB-

8065TM, ATCC®) hepatocytes were seeded into the bioreactor via the sampling port. The cells

were then allowed to settle and attach to the gNWF disks for 3 h. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle

Medium (DMEM, Lonza Walkersville, Inc. Maryland, USA) with  2  mM  L-1 glutamine and

supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal calf serum (FCS), 100 g.mL−1 penicillin and 10 μg.mL−1

streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, GmbH, Steinheim, Germany) was perfused into the

bioreactor at 2 mL min-1 for a period of 10 days. A bioreactor running in parallel containing

the pNWF was used as the control. To ascertain thermal release potential  of the gNWF, the

bioreactor was perfused with cold media at 20°C for 2 h. The media containing the released

cells was then drained from the bioreactor, and the cells on the gNWF (before and after
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thermal release) were stained with fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and visualised at 40x

magnification using a standard fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX41) equipped with a

490 nm bandpass filter with a 510 nm cut-off filter for fluorescence emission. To ascertain if

high-density  cell  culture  was  possible  on  the  3D NWF in  the  bioreactor,  a  preliminary  trial

was performed and cells were cultured for 14 days in the bioreactor as indicated above but at

day 14 the media was drained and the NWF disks containing the proliferated cells were gently

removed from the bioreactor, and the disks were trypsinated and the cells were harvested and

counted using tryphan blue dye exclusion on a haemocytometer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. NWF manufacture

In this study, a 3D pNWF was developed for cell culture using a needle-punching technology,

and the pNWF was grafted with PNIPAAm using an OAGP method. Using the needle-

punching technique, highly porous pNWF was produced with a mean area weight of 100 g/m2

and an average thickness of 3.3 mm. Capillary flow porometry indicated that the pNWF

displayed mean flow pore diameters of 199.38 µm with minimum and maximum pore sizes of

7.68 µm and 411.09 µm respectively. The mean flow pores is a measure of liquid

permeability of the scaffold, and was found to be highly dependent on the fibre specific

surface area, and the machine processing parameters used. The total surface area of the pNWF

was calculated to be ~1440 cm2/g, indicating a relatively large surface area for cell growth.

3.2. Graft polymerisation method

The OAGP method proceeds via a free-radical chain mechanism which is diffusion driven and

the possible reaction mechanism is shown in Scheme 1. During oxyfluorination the

fluorine/oxygen (or  air)  gas  mixture  reacts  exothermically  with  the  surface  of  the  pNWF to

form  free  radicals  [23].  Fluorine,  due  to  its  high  electronegativity,  partially  replaces  the
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hydrogen on the polymer backbone to form alkyl free radicals (R•), fluorine free radicals (F•),

as well as hydrogen fluoride [18]. Initiation via dissociation of molecular fluorine is not

possible since homolysis of fluorine is too endothermic (ΔH = 155 kJ/mol) to proceed at room

or relatively low temperatures [24]. The formed alkyl and fluoride free radicals then react to

form the fluorocarbon backbone (CHF). Substitution of C-H bonds by C-F is preferential due

to the higher bond energy of the latter [14]. It has been reported that in the presence of

oxygen, acid fluorides, carboxylic acids, peroxy radicals (RO2•) and peroxide groups (ROOH,

ROOR) form on the oxyfluorinated surface [14,17,25]. According to Tu et al [26], oxidation

of  PP during oxyfluorination preferably occurs at the pendant methyl group. Using electron-

spin resonance we have previously detected asymmetric singlet spectra confirming the

presence of mid-chain peroxy radicals on the oNWF [27]. It has also been reported that

trapped peroxy radicals undergo migration and decay by abstraction of H to form

hydroperoxide (ROOH) as the primary oxidation product as shown in scheme 1, and

peroxides can also form by recombination of two peroxy radicals (ROOR) [28]. At elevated

temperatures, the peroxide on the PP backbone is homolytically cleaved due to the low bond

dissociation energy of the O-O bond to form alkoxy radicals (RO•) [29]. Conversely the APS

initiator, which is also a peroxide, undergoes thermal decomposition to form sulphate radical

ions (SO4•-) and hydroxyl radicals (OH•), which are capable of initiating polymerisation by

adding to the unsaturated double bond of the NIPAAm monomer [30]. Finally, grafting of

PNIPAAm onto the oNWF proceeds via coupling of the free radicals between the alkoxy

radical (RO•) on the oNWF and the propagating chain of NIPAAm.

An advantage  of  the  OAGP method used  here  is  that  toxic  solvents  were  not  required,  and

graft polymerisation was carried out in an aqueous medium under mild conditions. A further

advantage with this method was that the NWF was swollen in the APS initiator solution such

that the initiator molecules were localised on the fibres, so as to promote graft polymerisation
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rather than homopolymerisation. However, due to the high water solubility of APS, some

homopolymerisation occurred which was evident from the increased opacity of the medium as

the reaction progressed. It is known that graft polymerisation is highly dependent on the

monomer permeability into the polymer bulk, and monomer availability to the graft sites [31].

This was enabled by ensuring that the oNWF was highly swollen prior to grafting to ensure

diffusion of the monomer molecules into the amorphous regions of the PP.

Grafting was conducted at 70°C, i.e. > LCST of PNIPAAm, at which temperature PNIPAAm

is hydrophobic, and hence will preferentially precipitate on the PP matrix rather than remain

in solution which may also contribute to increasing the graft yield on the PP surface.

3.3. Chemical composition of NWF

The chemical composition of pNWF, oNWF, and gNWF was studied by ATR-FTIR as shown

in Fig. 1. After oxyfluorination, new absorption bands appeared on the oNWF at 3700-3000

cm-1, 1736 cm-1  , and 900 cm-1 - 1300 cm-1 which were attributed to the O-H; C=O and C-F

stretching vibrations respectively [32]. After graft polymerisation, characteristic PNIPAAm

FTIR absorption bands at 3300 cm-1; 1529 cm-1; and 1639 cm-1 were observed for the gNWF

corresponding to the broad amide II (N-H) stretch, amide II deformation and amide I (C=O)

stretching vibration respectively. The graft yield was determined using I1644 cm-1
: I1455 cm-1 from

the ATR-FTIR spectra. Based on the peak area ratios, a graft yield of 24 ± 4 µg/cm2 was

obtained which corresponded to a graft thickness of 220 ± 38  nm,  which  indicates  that  the

gNWF surface was covered by several monolayers of PNIPAAm.

Hydrolysis post-treatment revealed a decrease in peak intensities of the newly formed

oxyfluorinated functional groups on the oNWF as shown in Fig. 1 (b-c), when hydrolysis was

carried out at both room temperature and at elevated temperatures. Changes were observed to
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all of the newly formed groups, i.e. O-H, C=O and the C-F groups. The lower ATR-FTIR

peak intensities after the direct hydrolysis post-treatment of the oNWF can be attributed to a

reduction in the Lewis basicity of the oxyfluorinated PP surface following hydrolysis due to

conversion of the pure carbonyl group of the acid fluoride to carboxylic acid [26]. According

to Tu et al, an inter-hydrogen bonded conjugated structure occurs in oxyfluorinated PP

between two neighbouring COOH groups. This inter-hydrogen bonded structure could likely

reduce the net dipole on the carbonyl peak and neighbouring C-F peaks, which would account

for the reduced peak intensities of the newly formed oxyfluorinated groups after hydrolysis.

Additionally after hydrolysis, a shoulder peak at ~1623 cm-1 grew in magnitude. A new

functionality in the range of 1620-1623 cm-1 was also reported by Kharitonov et al following

hydrolysis of oxyfluorinated LDPE which was attributed to C=O vibration in the enol form of

the β-diketone or the double bond C=C stretching vibration (e.g. FC=CH) [14].

The  SXPS  studies  (Fig. 2 and Table 1) obtained for the nascent and modified NWF

corroborated with the ATR-FTIR data. From the C1s spectra, only one symmetric peak was

measured for the pNWF at 284.8 eV (with 100% peak area), which represents the C-H of the

PP backbone [32]. On the pNWF, ~4.2 at% of elemental oxygen was detected from the O1s

spectra at 532.2 eV. The presence of a small amount of oxygen on pure PP was reported

previously and was attributed to the impurities incorporated in PP as a result of some

degradation occurring during processing in air [33]. The C1s spectra of the oNWF was

asymmetrical and fitted with multiple peaks as follows (with the peak area % indicated in

brackets): 284.7 eV (C-H: 63.12 %); 286.4 eV (C-OH, C-O-C:14.95%); 287.8 eV (CHF-CHF,

CHF-CF2: 13.45%), and 288.9 eV (C=O : 8.49%) [25,32]. The high-resolution O1s and F1s

spectra for the oNWF showed single peaks at 533.3 eV and 687.4 eV which were assigned to

the presence of C-O, and C-F respectively [25]. An O/F ratio of ~1 was observed (Table 1) on

the  oNWF  surface,  indicating  that  an  equal  amount  of  F  and  O  atoms  were  present  after
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oxyfluorination, which was interesting since the oxygen present in the reactor during the

treatment was mainly from air which was introduced during both the partial evacuation and

the cycle purging steps. For the gNWF, the C1s, O1s, and N1s SXPS data confirmed the

amide groups with peak assignment as follows: C1s: 284.8 eV (CH3, CH2,CH: 71.47%);

286.5 eV (CH-NH: 18.06%); 287.9 eV (C=O: 10.47; O1s:  531.2 eV (C=O:100%) and 399,6

eV (N-H:100%) respectively [34].

The degree of grafting was estimated from SXPS based on the N atomic concentration present

on the grafted surface as compared to the theoretical N atomic content in PNIPAAm (Table

1)[34]. Considering that the oNWF displayed 1.4 at% N, the N content in the gNWF was

corrected to 9 at%, correlating to a degree of grafting of 72.0% indicating that in the gNWF,

~72% of the surface was covered by PNIPAAm chains.

3.4. Contact angle

Contact angle measurements are routinely used to characterise the wettability and surface

energy of materials. Fig. 3 shows the measured water contact angles on the pNWF, oNWF,

and gNWF over an ageing period of 10 seconds. The pNWF as expected displayed an

intrinsically hydrophobic surface with a relatively stable water contact angle at ~ 135 ± 6° at

20°C,  while  for  the  oNWF  the  contact  angle  was  reduced  to  ~  127 ± 3° at 20°C. For the

gNWF, a stable water drop could not be obtained due to the rapid wetting of water with the

surface graft layer. The contact angle for the gNWF was found to be temperature-dependent

showing a relatively hydrophobic surface at 40°C with improved hydrophilicity at 20°C,

confirming the presence of PNIPAAm in the graft layer. The contact angles for both the

pNWF and the  oNWF did  not  vary  with  temperature  and  similar  contact  angle  values  were

obtained at 20°C and at 40°C (data not shown). Although the contact angle measurements for

the oNWF decreased compared to pNWF at 20°C, the small decrease in contact angle was
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unexpected, and somewhat contradictory to the ATR-FTIR and SXPS data. Authors

previously have reported relatively low contact angles for oxyfluorinated PP which is

associated with increased wetting and hydrophilicity [32]. Our results for the contact angle

cannot be directly compared to other studies due to the difference in the oxyfluorination

conditions used, and the scaffold morphology. The NWF used in this study is highly porous,

and it is known that porous surfaces are non-ideal for contact angle measurements using the

Young equation due to the heterogeneity, roughness, capillary forces within pores, contraction

of the polymer in the dry state, and restructuring of the surfaces [35]. However, comparison

between samples can still be effectively made. A possible explanation for the relatively low

decrease in contact angle of the oNWF compared to pNWF may be due to a surface

rearrangement process of the oNWF. Hruska et al [36] have reported that the contact angle

and surface energy of oxyfluorinated PP increases significantly with storage time due to re-

orientation of the new polar functional groups away from the polymer surface into the

polymer bulk in order to minimise the interfacial free energy at the surface. Since freshly

oxyfluorinated NWF was unavailable during the contact angle studies, aged oNWF which had

being stored for several months were used, hence surface restructuring is highly possible. It

should also be noted that contact angle provides information about the outermost 5-10 Å of a

solid surface. Thus, although the contact angle of oNWF was relatively similar to that of

pNWF, the oxygen functionality is still present in the oxyfluorinated surface as we have

confirmed by ATR-FTIR and SXPS. Furthermore re-orientation of functional groups was not

observed for the gNWF which can be attributed to restricted mobility of the grafted

PNIPAAm chains in the surface layer. Further work is needed to investigate the surface

rearrangement process in the oNWF.

3.5. XRD and DSC studies
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According to the XRD pattern as shown in Fig. 4, the PP in the pNWF crystallized in the a-

monoclinic form showing a characteristic diffractogram of isotactic PP [37]. From Figure 5, it

can be seen that PNIPAAm is completely amorphous. The oNWF and gNWF both showed a

similar diffractogram to that of the pNWF, indicating that after OAGP the arrangement of the

atoms in the crystal lattice remained in the a-monoclinic form. However from the DSC

analysis changes were observed for both the crystallisation and melting peaks of the pNWF

compared to the oNWF and gNWF (Fig. 5 a-b). A sharp symmetric crystallisation peak was

observed  for  the  pNWF  at  Tcmax of 111.6 °C indicating a relatively pure semi-crystalline

material, however for the oNWF and the gNWF, the crystallisation peaks appeared somewhat

broader, and was shifted to higher temperatures (Tcmax117.7 °C and 115.1 °C respectively)

compared to the pNWF. Furthermore the pNWF showed a single melting peak at 161.1 °C

indicating one stable crystalline form in PP, while for oNWF and gNWF twin melting peaks

were observed in both cases at Tm1:147.2 °C and Tm2:161.6 °C; and at Tm1:148.57°C and

Tm2:165.22°C respectively. Twin melting peaks was observed previously for isotactic PP and

can be attributed to a combination of imperfect crystals that are less stable and that would

melt first, and pure well-ordered PP crystals that melt at a higher temperature [21,37].

Additionally crystals of different sizes may be present due to the modification, which would

melt at different rates. The degree of crystallinity of the pNWF was found to be 52.8 %

indicating a semi-crystalline material. After oxyfluorination and grafting, the crystallisation

percent of the NWF decreased to 48.2 % and 45.1 % respectively indicating that OAGP

resulted in only a slight reduction in the cystallinity of PP. It can be assumed that some crystal

defects are located in the peripheral zones of the crystallites, with the majority contained in

the amorphous regions. DSC was also conducted on wet gNWF as shown in Fig. 5c. A LCST

was detected at Tp of 33.4 °C which further confirmed the presence of PNIPAAm in the

gNWF, and also indicated that the OAGP method did not modify the LCST of PNIPAAm.
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3.6. Surface morphology from scanning electron microscopy

From SEM the fibres contained in the pNWF displayed a smooth surface texture as shown in

Fig. 6 a. However some artefacts were observed on the surface of the pNWF, which could be

the result of the nonwoven manufacturing process. After oxyfluorination, the surface

contained numerous “cracks” (Fig. 6b) which appeared to run across the fibre length and the

surface displayed increased roughness compared to the control. Increased surface roughness

was also noticed by Kranz et al [33] during oxyfluorination of PP and PE. After graft

polymerisation (Fig. 6c-d), the PNIPAAm layer could be detected on the surface of the gNWF

and the architecture of the nonwoven matrix was retained, with changes only observed to the

fibre surface. This was of particular importance since the gNWF should retain its open porous

structure to enable efficient 3D cell culturing.

3.7. Temperature-induced cell release

We have recently demonstrated temperature-triggered cell release from PNIPAAm grafted

NWF (including nylon, poly(ethyleneterephthalate) and PP) in static culture and also reported

on cell proliferation, morphology, albumin production, and gene expression of hepatocytes

cultured on the grafted NWF[10]. In this work, we investigated temperature-triggered cell

release when cells were cultured on gNWF disks in a bioreactor, where high-density cell

culture is possible. Hepatocytes were seeded on three gNWF disks and cultured for 10 days in

the bioreactor to determine non-destructive cell release at 20°C. To determine cell viability,

cells were stained with fluorescein diacetate, which is essentially converted into fluorescein, a

green fluorescent compound, by viable cells only [38]. Fig. 7 a shows hepatocyte cells on a

gNWF disk at 37°C at day 10 in culture while Fig.7 (b-c) show cells remaining on the gNWF

and pNWF disks respectively after temperature-induced cell release at 20°C. Cells remained

viable  on  both  the  pNWF  and  the  gNWF  after  10  days  in  culture  in  the  bioreactor.  A

significant  amount  of  cells  were  released  from  the  gNWF  at  20°C  compared  to  the  pNWF
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control), confirming the thermoresponsive behaviour of the gNWF. Only minimal cell release

was seen from the pNWF disk at 20°C due to loose cells falling off the scaffold (Fig. 7c). It

was observed that not all the cells were released from the gNWF with a temperature change.

This may possibly be attributed to inhomogeneity in the PNIPAAm layer on the gNWF

surface. Interestingly the cells grown on the gNWF arranged themselves as 3D multicellular

aggregates (Fig. 7a), which we have also reported previously [10]. 3D cell aggregates are

more representative of physiological tissue in terms of morphology and function, as opposed

to monolayer cell sheets thereby providing a more physiological relevant in vitro model for

cell culture [2]. Additionally 3D cultures of hepatocytes are of particular importance for

maintaining liver-specific function which is essential for drug-screening applications [2].

A preliminary trial was conducted to ascertain if high-density cell culture was possible in the

bioreactor. A total of 4.5 x106 cells were initially seeded into the bioreactor containing three

stacked pNWF disks (15mm diameter), and 39.7 x 106 and 49.9 x 106 hepatocytes were

harvested from the bioreactor in two independent experiments at day 14, representing a 10

fold increase in cell numbers. This preliminary study indicates that high density cell culture is

possible  on  the  NWF  in  the  bioreactor,  however  further  studies  are  now  ongoing  to  verify

high-density cell culture using the gNWF disks.

4. Conclusion

In this communication we described the synthesis of highly porous 3D PP-g-PNIPAAm NWF

using  a  facile  method  based  on  OAGP.  We  showed  that  OAGP  can  be  effectively  used  to

firstly functionalise non-polar and highly hydrophobic PP surfaces with reactive polar groups,

as well as enable graft polymerisation of NIPAAm in aqueous medium without requiring

toxic solvents. A free radical mechanism was proposed for the OAGP method with initiation
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via SO4•-; OH• and RO• radicals. This method presents an attractive alternative to other more

expensive graft polymerisation technologies such as gamma radiation, plasma-radiation etc.

Finally we showed temperature-triggered cell release from a bioreactor whereby viable and

confluent cells were released spontaneously and non-destructively from the surface of the

gNWF by cooling the cell culture medium from 37°C to 20°C, and without requiring

destructive enzymes. The gNWF is highly porous and allows cells to easily attach and

proliferate in 3D constructs in the pores of the scaffold which provides a more relevant in vivo

model for cells. We have also showed that high-density cell culture on the NWF is possible in

the bioreactor due to the large surface area of the NWF and the ease of stacking of multiple

scaffolds for high through-put cell culturing. Further improvements are required with respect

to optimisation of the graft  homogeneity on the NWF surface.  This will  likely contribute to

further improving the efficiency of the cell release process from the gNWF. The

thermoresponsive gNWF of the present study could potentially be used for a large number of

applications where intact 3D cells are required such as drug screening of new drug-leads,

cytotoxicity assays, cancer research, stem cell research, and tissue engineering.
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Table 1. C1s, N1s, O1s, and F1s atomic % for pNWF, oNWF, and gNWF by SXPS.

Scheme 1. Schematic representation showing the possible mechanism for OAGP of

PNIPAAm onto PP.

Atomic [%]

Substrate C1s N1s O1s F1s

pNWF 95.8 - 4.2 -

oNWF 62.5 1.4 18.2 17.9

gNWF 74.9 10.4 13.1 1.6

PNIPAAm

(calculated)[32]

75.0 12.5 12.5 -
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Fig.  1. ATR-FTIR spectra of a) pNWF, oNWF, gNWF and PNIPAAm homopolymer; b)
oNWF before and after hydrolysis post-treatment (oNWF(h)) in water at 23°C for 3 h; and c)
oNWF after hydrolysis post-treatment in water 70ºC from 0-10 min.
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Fig. 2. C1s XPS spectra of pNWF; oNWF and gNWF.

Fig.  3. Static  water  contact  angle  on  the  surface  a)  pNWF  at  20 oC,  b)  oNWF  at  20 oC, c)
gNWF at 20 oC and d) gNWF at 40 oC as a function of the drop age.  Three drops were aged
per sample.
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Fig. 4. XRD diffractograms of pNWF, oNWF, gNWF and PNIPAAm homopolymer
(control).
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Fig. 5. a) 1st cooling DSC thermogram and b) 2nd heating DSC thermogram of pNWF, oNWF,
and   gNWF,  and  c)  2nd heating  DSC  thermogram  of  gNWF  showing  a  LCST  at  ~33.4  °C
using wet samples.
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Fig. 6. SEM images of a) pNWF; b) oNWF; and c-d) gNWF.
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Fig. 7. HepG2 cells (a) growing on the gNWF scaffold in the bioreactor at 37°C for 10 days
prior to thermal release; (b) cells remaining on the gNWF after thermal release from the
bioreactor at 20°C for 2h; and (c) cells remaining on the pNWF (control) after thermal release
from the bioreactor at 20°C for 2h.


